Possible interference phenomena between parity doublets are discussed. In particular, the decay particle distributions of Z+ and A' produced in E +p capture and in x +p collision are analyzed. These distributions may have interference terms with odd parity. 
Possible interference phenomena between parity doublets are discussed. In particular, the decay particle distributions of Z+ and A' produced in E +p capture and in x +p collision are analyzed. These distributions may have interference terms with odd parity. Experimental detection of such terms would constitute an unambiguous proof of the existence of parity doublets. It is further pointed out that such interference terms have a rather interesting time dependence.
'0 explain the apparent equality of masses of r+(= Ks+) -and 8+(=Ks+) it -has been proposed' that there is a symmetry of all strong interactions called parity conjugation. All strange particles with odd strangeness would then exist as parity doublets, i.e. , two states of opposite parity. We wish to point out in this note that for parity doublets with extremely close mass values (e.g. , if case 8 of reference I prevails) there are possible experiments to determine unambiguously the parity doublet structure through the observation of interference phenomena between the two parities. These interferences characteristically produce in the observed quantities terms that have an odd parity. In Secs. I, II, and III, one such possible experiment -the E capture in hydrogen -is analyzed in detail. In Sec. IV a discussion of the general description of a beam of particles with a parity doublet structure is given. The remaining two sections, V and VI, are concerned with the production of such a beam and the angular distributions in its decay. In particular, the distribution of the decay pion of a hyperon produced in. a collision between pions and nucleons is discussed in some detail (cases 8 and C of Sec. VI).
Irt this Note pari ty is assumed to be absolutely cortserved
The assumption of parity nonconservation in weak interactions has been discussed elsewhere. ' It leads to angular distributions qualitatively different from those discussed in this note. A summary of these diGerences is given in the appendix. The foregoing considerations should be applied only if the mass difference~m t -m&~is less than the energy uncertainty in the E +p system. For mass differences mI -m&~& 10 ' ev this is certainly correct. In the case of large mass differences, these two parity doublets would undergo y transition; e.g. , ZI~Zs+y. Such cases will not be discussed here. (15) g=2 Re(AB*(fnef'ah*+ /n, t'ba*)) (16) where A and B are functions of time given by Eq. (6).
4-:=a4-:(&i) -V-:(&s)
The constants~ne~,~n,~, a, b, A n, and Be that go into formulas (14) and (15) By measuring the time and angular dependence of W(8) one could thus, through Eqs. (14) - (19), in principle not only establish the possible existence of the parity doublet structure for Z, but possibly also its spin' (see the next section), the lifetimes for Zi and Zs, their mass difference, the mixing proportions~ne~and ce,~of the captured E, and the magnitudes and relative phase of the amplitudes u and b of Z~and Z2 produced in the capture of 8 .
It is seen that the functions GJ are large near 8=0 or m. , so that the asymmetry is large in the forward-backward direction along the direction of motion of the Z.
IV.
In this section we shall discuss the general problem of the polarization of a beam of particles of spin~with a parity doublet structure. A wave function describing such a particle has four components:
.b). If, however, the capture is from a state with total angular momentum -, ', the even and odd parts of the angular distribution would be dependent only on the spin J of the Z:
The coeKcients f and g are the same as in (15) The upper two components represent the amplitudes of the odd-parity particle with up and down s-component of spin, while the lower two components represent the amplitudes of the even-parity particle. where kx is the momentum of the Z. At a later time these parameters would vary with time according to Eq. (28) .
Assume that at time t the Z decays into gg+gr . One can show that, by using Eqs. (5) and (6) We shall now consider the decay of a spin-~~particle with a parity doublet structure described by the density where Ag and Bg are defined in Eq. (6) and e is a unit vector along the direction of motion of the neutron. This gives the angular distribution (14) derived previ-' By the same reasoning, one can show that in a similar case involving the decay of a spin-0 particle with a parity doublet structure the corresponding distribution function is of the form: 
Assume that the A' has spin 2. After summation over the states of the "other" particles the parameters de- VI.
The density matrix of a particle produced in the strong interaction between pions and nucleons must display certain symmetries resulting from the invariance of strong interactions under parity conjugation C~and under space rotations and inversion. We discuss here a few special cases:
A. kin and khyperon are the momenta of the incoming particle and the outgoing hyperon measured in the c.m. system of the production process.
e a denotes the angle between kin and hhyperon, and I is the maximum orbital angular momentum of the outgoing hyPeron in the Production Process.
C. Finally, let us study cases where one does not If the hyperon has spin -'" the distribution of the decay pion momentum k in the rest system of the hyperon is given by the weight function Lsee Eq. (31) and reference 2):
